husky 220

Overview of husky 220 on VW Amarok Double Cab

on Volkswagen
Amarok Double-Cab

Equipment
Windows

4

Resolux lamps

3

Roof hatches

2

LED spot-lights

4

Entry light

1

Exterior storage compartment doors

2

Fresh water

53 L

12V socket

2

Waste water

32 L

Secondary battery

90 MT ATM

Gas bottle compartment

2 x 5 kg

Charge regulator

Tremat-circuit

Gas regulator

Motorcaravanregler 30 mb

optional:

Heating

Truma Combi 4

220V exterior inlet socket

CEE

Boiler

10.0 litres, integrated

220V interior sockets

1

Fridge

60 L

Fuse

Netzmatic with Fi

Toilet/Waste water tank

Cassette C 403 L / 19 L

Automatic charger

IUoU 16 A

Interior dimensions

Bed dimensions

Length without overhead bay 2,100 mm

Overhead bay

1,550 x 1,950 mm

Width

2,050 mm

Settee

1,910 x 900/950 mm

Standing height

1,930 mm

Overhead bay max. headroom

680 mm

Base vehicle
Engine

Bi TDI		

Engine Power

120/163 kW/PS

Displacement

1,968 cc

Tank volume

80 L

Wheel base

3,095 mm

Turning circle

12.95 m

Standard equipment

Driver and passenger airbags, side airbags, daylight running light, height adjustable

	comfort seats for driver and front passenger, glove box with lock, carpet flooring in cab
Weights
Max. gross vehicle weight

3,040 kg

Curb weight *

2,635 kg		

Payload
Max. number of persons

Increase of permissible gross weight – please contact us

405 kg		
4 		

Decrease of payload with quick-mounting system
-60 kg			
Trailer load
Roof load

on request		
75 kg			

Payload – please keep in mind: Accessories and additional equipment lower payload!
Exterior dimensions
Length

5,830 mm

Width

2,180 mm

Hight

2,960 mm
Date: 02.2011

bimobil – von Liebe GmbH
Aich 15 · D- 85667 Oberpframmern
Tel +49 (0)8106 / 99 69 - 0
Fax +49 (0)8106 / 99 69 - 69
www.bimobil.com · info@bimobil.com

*incl. driver, full fuel tank, water and gas at 90% filling level, boiler full, cable drum. The right to changes in construction and equipment
without prior notice is reserved. Some of the vehicles shown include special options which are only available at a surcharge.
Please contact us for lists of standard equipment. Indications of dimensions, weights and performance are according to the best of our
knowledge at time of printing. Deviations within +/- 5 % are possible and permissible.

A travel vehicle by bimobil –
von Liebe GmbH based on:

The traveller husky 220
5

small in dimensions, but big in performance

The VW pick-up Amarok has debuted and already found a tremendous

1 The compact yet comfortable cabin layout

3 Between settee group and sanitary com-

supplement: the all-new bimobil husky 220 camper cabin. This combi-

features an amply sized overhead bay with a

partment a large wardrobe is placed on the

nation provides it all – comfortable driving and comfortable living.

sleeping area of 195 x 155 cm and headroom

driver side. Under the top shelf the wardrobe

of 68/54 cm for unencumbered sleeping. The

offers a hanging height of 92 cm, and next to

Better yet: it offers freedom of choice between travel vehicle, holiday

comfortable double-bed features under-floor

the shelf the hanging height is as much as

home and passenger car. How about a small excursion without the

ventilation and heating. Here you will sleep at

152 cm. With a width of 45 cm and a depth of

camper cabin? Our exclusive quick-mounting system makes it possible in

least as well as at home.

55 cm it can hold everything from swimming

a just few moments. With it you won't have to give up the shady space to

1

to bad weather gear. The gas bottle hold is

any latecomer when going on an excursion because the cabin can stay

2 The comfortable front settee perfectly

installed in the wardrobe’s lower section,

put. In short: you get the best of both worlds – a comfortable living cab-

conveys the German concept of comfort and

which is only accessible from the exterior.

in and an agile pickup in combination and separate. And it gets even bet-

cosiness. Directly next to the overhead bay

ter! We offer a flatbed structure and a transport container as options to allow use of the base car as

two opposing benches with a width of 95 cm

4 The functional sanitary compartment is

an everyday utility vehicle. Our quick-mounting system is easy and safe to use. A guidance system

invite you to sit right down. With a flick of the

configured around a floor space of 107 x 67

automatically centres the cabin on the vehicle to facilitate coupling.

wrist they convert into an additional berth.

cm and comprises of a shower pan, a stylish

With an optional extension it even turns into

corner sink, a cassette toilet, a large mirror

The new VW Amarok double cab combines off-road capability, flexibility and efficiency like no other

a double-bed. The settee group is placed on

and a colour coated shelf. Here you will find

pick-up. With optional four-wheel drive, this latest representative of Volkswagen’s utility vehicle line

a pedestal of 23 cm height, enabling stor-

everything for the daily hygiene. A transpar-

turns into a true off-roader for the most rigorous demands. But the Amarok not only performs well

age underneath. In the front of this platform,

ent roof hatch provide lots of light and ample

off-road; it also excels on the road with dynamic performance and a high level of comfort.

a fresh water tank is centred for optimum

ventilation.

2

3
4

weight distribution. While the seat bin on the
What’s more, it boasts one of the most efficient engines currently available: extremely powerful yet

driver’s side is dedicated to heater, boiler and

5 The proven furnishing of the kitchen block

very economical. The Amarok’s cab features comfortable seats, lots of head- and leg-room, a low

electric system, the other seat bin is exclusive-

answers all your needs on the road. It makes

noise level and plenty of stowage.

ly earmarked for stowage. It can be charged

mobile cooking fun. The kitchen block of

Thanks to the rugged ladder frame designed for the toughest demands, the Amarok is ideal for a

from outside via a practical flap.

55 x 97 cm features a high value Corean®

sturdy living cabin. To ensure a hefty payload, the husky 220 cabin is built with light, state-of-the art

counter, a stainless steel cooker/sink combi-

materials which offer superior strength with minimum weight. Typical of bimobil, the interior offers

nation with glass lid and chromated water tap.

great value and charm: real wood furnishings and high-grade, attractive fabrics.

On the right side of the kitchen block there is a
60 l fridge with a small freezer compartment.
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A beech wood cutlery drawer and two big
storage compartments for kitchen utensils
and supplies are positioned on the left of the
kitchen block. Our trademark spice rack is located right above the kitchen block. Hanging
lockers above the kitchen and the rear settee
provide easy storage for all you need on the
road.
6 Easy access to mobile living is ensured by
an electrically foldable entry step and an entrance light which is wired independently from
the main switch. Safe entry is guaranteed!
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